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Achievements & Recognitions Achievements & Recognitions 

2016 –
• 91 Pts. James Suckling, Feb. 22, 2018
“A tangy and lively red with cherries, dried strawberries and cedar. Some sandalwood, too. Medium body 
and juicy fruit. Drink on release.”
• 90 Pts. – Wine Enthusiast, Dec. 2017
“Named after the general who was so involved in American independence, this ripe and generous wine is 
warm with red-berry fruits and attractive acidity. It is smooth, with hints of vanilla and tangy black fruits at 
the end. Drink now.”
• 90 Pts. Vinous, March 2018
“Vivid purple. Red berry and floral pastille scents are complemented by allspice and white pepper accents. 
Taut and youthful in the mouth, offering fresh raspberry and cherry flavors that deepen steadily with air. 
Shows zesty, nervy cut on the finish, which is shaped by gentle, slow-building tannins that meld quickly 
into the lively fruit.”

2017 –
*  90 Pts. James Suckling, Dec. 21, 2018
“Lots of cooked cherry and berry aromas with hints of flowers and lemons. Medium body, firm and chewy 
tannins and a medium finish. Very tight at the moment. Drink now.”

2018 –
*  92 Pts. James Suckling, Feb. 18, 2019
“This is very lifted and perfumed. Flowers, hints of exotic fruit and strawberries. Even watermelon. 
Medium to full body, bright acidity and a tangy finish. A crowd pleaser.”
*  91 Pts. Vinous, Oct. 2019
“Lurid ruby. Highly perfumed, spice-accented red/blue fruit liqueur, cola and five-spice powder qualities on 
the expansive nose. Offers deeply concentrated yet lively black raspberry, cherry preserve and floral 
pastille flavors that show impressive clarity and develop spice and succulent herb nuances in the glass. At 
once powerful and lively in style, finishing impressively long, with bright delineation and smooth, 
harmonious tannins adding subtle grip.”

2019 –
*  92 Pts. James Suckling, April 23, 2021
“Dried cranberry, watermelon, nutmeg and carnation. It’s medium-bodied with sleek tannins and fresh 
acidity. Tight and refined. Drink or hold.”


